
An introductory guide to the 
resurrection of the

PuhArich hydrogen generAtor



Anubis And His LordsHip of THe deAd

The egyptians had in their pantheon a jackal-headed God named 
Anubis that ruled over the dead. once humans passed unto 
death, Anubis would guide and protect them until they arrived in 
the afterlife. The realms of the underworld and the afterlife were 
his realms. during the mummification process, Anubis protect-
ed the soul until the process was complete. in tomb paintings 
across egypt, Anubis can be seen sitting atop the sarcophaguses, 
guarding them from transgressors. Those that dared disturb the 
underworld, Anubis would place ancient curses upon the grave 
robbers.

After the fall of eqypt, after the arrival of the romans and long 
after their departure, Anubis continued his watch over the dead. 
The sands were quiet except for the sound of the wind fleeting 
over the dunes. The deep of the underworld was undisturbed 
until the rise of the industrial Age. upon the discovery of fos-
sil fuels, an organic fluid that comes from the long decay of liv-
ing things, the quiet sands rumbled and holes were punched to 
pump the remains of the underworld out from under the dunes 
and into factories, vehicles and machines. 

over the last 100 years, humanity has vandalized the domains 
of Anubis, plundering the planet for oil. A curse has now settled 
over humanity and the rest of planet - we have used oil to the 
point that it threatens our own way of life, promising to forever 
alter the course of human history.

The mission of Anubis energy is to find clean alternative fuels 
and return the underworld back its rightful caretaker, Anubis.



i ran across puharich’s water splitter patent 
around 2006 and started due diligence to 
replicate his work. My first steps were to 
gather everything i could find on the late 
inventor - books, papers, video, it didn’t 
matter. every scrap of paper told a bit of 
the story. i consumed it all and slowly 
constructed a deep understanding of dr. 
Andrija puharich and specifically, his 
device.

by 2007, i had a engineering team put 
together (Anubis racing) and funded 
to explore the engineering hurdles 
involved to use puharich’s water 
splitter in the Automotive X prize 
contest - a contest for someone to 
produce a production-ready car 
that got over 100 miles per gal-
lon.

After our 2007 testing was 
complete, we concluded that 
significant funding would be 
required to design and build 
a production-ready car that 
met all of the requirements 
of the Automotive X prize 
Committee. We did learn that 
going forward with a home en-
ergy solution would be a better 
choice and offer the opportunity 
of being faster to market and thus 
have a greater impact eArLier 
than we could with a car. 

Anubis energy was born.





CHAnGinG foCus AWAY froM AuToMoTiVe

in 2007, we came to a design crossroads. With limited funds, an 
experimental automobile was out of the question. The unique 
problems associated with a car; lateral motion, wide range of 
quickly varying temperature, changes in altitude all posed problems 
we could not overcome and maintain viability in the Automotive 
X prize race. Hydrogen as a fuel was originally not allowed in 
the contest, but persistent lobbying by Anubis and other teams 
wanting to use hydrogen finally got the rules changed, but the race 
still heavily favored gasoline powered automobiles. our limited 
funding was used to recreate the puharich water splitting device, 
not necessarily engineer a new car as the X prize rules demanded, all 
contestants must be production-ready cars.

our insistence on a hydrogen car was quickly becoming a moot 
point with our project. bMW, Honda, Toyota were all beginning 
to engineer their own cars to run on hydrogen. it quickly became 
a problem we did not need to deal with. The looming problem 
was producing the hydrogen for cars, trains, boats, homes and 
businesses.

We turned our focus from automobiles to residential and 
commercial power solutions as this seemed a more sensible solution 
for us to solve.

The single greatest need for energy today is to power our homes 
and offices. Getting hydrogen power to residential and commercial 
structures would allow us to close down greenhouse gas producing 
coal-fired plants and environmentally suicidal nuclear reactors.



WATer one 
The first product from Anubis energy

Anubis plans four basic products for sale. Water one is the primary hydrogen generator 
(10Kw 60Hz, 120v)- just connect to a water source and to your house’s electrical system 
and installation is complete. To make a complete system, we plan three inital accessories.

solar power unit - An accessory to use as a power back-up to run the electronics.

Grid Modulator - A unit that manages power coming from the grid and selling excess power 
back to the grid.

energy Control panel - A wall mounted device to manage the energy needs of your home, 
Anubis accessories and grid management.



reseArCHinG THe HoMe poWer GenerATion MArKeT

After showing that the puharich device was replicatable (and could even be improved 
upon), we need to figure out how to get the product into homes and business to be their 
primary supplier of energy. We found the best trail had already been laid by the manufac-
turers of gasoline & propane home electrical generators, namely Honda. 

residential power generation is slated to grow to 7.1 million units sold per year by 2011. 
failures in the power grid, an increase power disruption due to an increase in violent 
weather, high cost of electricity commodity trading and more people wanting to live off 
the grid are all factors in these purchasing decisions. With the average cost of a 1Kw gen-
erator install costing around $20,000 usd the size of the market is $142 billion usd. That 
market is only expected to grow. The conservative goal for Anubis energy is to seize 3% of 
the market within the first 5 years of product introduction ($4.3 billion usd annual sales).

from our market research, we learned that HVAC (heating, ventilation, air conditioning) 
installation companies ALreAdY install residential power generators. Assuming our 10kw 
unit has a 10 year lifespan (properly maintained) - we calculate the “market savings” of the 
device. This calculation is apparently the industry standard for selling generators. 10kw/
hours x 24 x 365 x 10 years x duke energy’s price per kilowatt/hour.... essentially over 
$70,000. if our wholesale cost is $10k, they would sell the device for $18,000 to $20,000 
usd for the base model and they are very confident this would be a sales leader.

HVAC installers also want to sell a full range of accessories for the device. Their number 
one request is one for aux power storage. Many places allow selling electricity back to the 
grid. during nighttime operation, when home use is at its lowest, we could either store 
electricity in batteries for the next day or we could sell it back to the grid. 

Most current generators HVAC sales (the ones meant for home generation) run off of 
natural gas and use a 2 cylinder engine. All the skills needed to install, maintain and repair 
are only found in HVAC companies. These companies are moving in the direction of home 
system maintenance for all things like well pumps, power, lighting - any home system that 
comes with a computer controller.

The needs for a dealer to sell the product are few - an informational dVd to give qualified 
customers and the dealer would probably set up a demo lounge to show an intro video to 
prospects and contractors. it is also suggested to assign sales territories and let local HVAC 
dealers buy them for $20,000 per territory - a territory being typically a us county. 

selling dealerships at a rate of $2 million per 6 million person market results in us sales 
equals roughly $100 million.



Those are large numbers and that points to another larger problem. Anubis cannot grow 
fast enough, nor can any start-up, to ramp up for that kind of growth. This leaves the initial 
problem, getting this device in the hands of as many people as possible. To solve this prob-
lem, we would license our technology to other companies already in the HVAC manufac-
ture business to build their own hydrogen generators. Lennox, Trane, Carrier, York, sears, 
bryant are companies that would be good to license the technology to. To maintain our in-
tellectual property, we would simply sell them the chipsets with the electronics embedded.

The bottom line is the earth needs saving and there is enough money involved to keep ev-
eryone happy. spreading this knowledge and products around to everyone who can make 
them is the best solution for all.

oTHer ACCessories
There are other accessories that we would like to offer during our second stage of growth.

desalinization unit  - This gives you the ability to use sea water with the Water one 
hydrogen generator.

Waste Water unit - This unit is to use industrial waste water to use with the Water one 
hydrogen generator. This makes manufacturing plants cleaner by converting waste water 
to electrocity and my isolating containaments in a manageable way.

Water reclamation unit - in environments where water is a rare substance, a water 
reclamation unit is needed to reclaim the water from the hydrogen combustion.



TeAM bios

storm Williams – Ceo, Team Leader.  Mr. Williams has almost two decades of marketing 
and advertising experience - specializing in bringing new technology companies to market. 
He also had dr. puharich as a teacher while attending surry Community College in dobson, 
nC.

Jeff perryman – director of engineering. Mr. perryman has more than 25 years of 
experience in electrical engineering, including power generation systems, automotive 
systems and acoustics. As a hobby, he recreates various Tesla patents for colleges, 
universities and community science centers around the country.

Vincent bridges – Team Advisor. Mr. bridges is an author, book collector and historian, 
specializing in the esoteric history of the ancient world and the resident nostradamus 
scholar for the History Channel. 

stan Hayes – engineering Consultant. Mr. Hayes is a certified mechanical engineer in the 
state of north Carolina. He has more than 20 years experience as a lead nuclear engineer 
and project manager for duke energy in Charlotte, nC.

ConTACT
please feel free to contact storm Williams concerning puharich or the Anubus project.

storm Williams
415-351-8497
storm@anubisenergy.com


